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Edito – Wendy Carlyle
I’m sitting at my laptop, a gloomy day outdoors, Mrs Dalloway on
the radio, the builders making a start on the garden wall,
contemplating what to have for lunch and pondering on my
Editorial. I haven’t orienteered since the last issue, indeed both of
us being ill for the Compass Sport Cup, my only early Sunday
orienteering outing has been to help on EOD registration at
Calverley.
That, in itself, felt like something of a step in the right direction.
I’ve found it difficult to ‘emerge’ from restrictions and I was quite nervous at the thought of
dealing with a lot of folk across the table, despite being outdoors. It all went well, thankfully,
and it was good to catch up with orienteering friends who passed by and stopped for a chat.
I’ve entered us for both the JK and the British, and even booked our holiday cottage for the
Scottish in 2023!
So if not orienteering, what else have we been up to? We regularly volunteer at our local
parkrun in Myrtle Park in Bingley (come along and have a go, it’s a challenging one!) Last
Saturday was the 100th event and there was an excellent atmosphere amongst the 144
runners and walkers. We’ve also been up and down the country a fair few times settling in
Becky and Family to Oxford on their permanent return to the UK, and Jenny and Pete to their
new home near Hamilton. That’ll be the Oxford City Race on the calendar then, and the
Strathclyde Parkrun!
Do please consider penning an article for the next issue of Aire Affairs. Contributions to me
at wendy.carlyle@btinternet.com

Chair Affairs – Liz Carter
This is my first ‘Chair Affairs’ having taken up the position at the
AGM in November. I was ‘ambushed’ by David at the Cottingley
and Churwell event last July and asked if I wanted to take on the
role. After giving it some thought I decided I would. I would like to
pass on a big thank you on behalf of the club for his leadership over
the last three years. I have a hard act to follow – not just in his
footsteps but all the other chairs as well.
It has been a good start to the orienteering since I took office with Esholt in November, Gotts
Park night event and Calverley Woods just recently. Many competitors commented on how
good it was to get out and that they enjoyed the courses. We benefited from having a good
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turn out to all the events. We are continuing to use Fabian4 for pre-entries but have opened
up EOD in particular to encourage younger orienteers and families (rather than those of us
who miss the entry deadline!) We appreciate that some younger competitors may need a bit
of advice on what course to do and families often will make plans at the last minute due to
home commitments (and the weather). Members of our coaching team (Lindsey King, David
Alcock and Tom Woodham) are often available at events to give advice and encouragement
to our younger members.
Looking ahead we have some important events coming up this year. The 19/20 February
sees the British Nights Championships and the Ilkley & Burley National Event. In June there
is the British Sprint Championships and then we have our Dales Weekend in September. Also
worth mentioning is Buck Wood regional event in May. There is a regular programme on
Wednesdays of evening/night events for those of you who want to have the opportunity to
regularly hone your skills and we have planned some introductory Saturday afternoon events
starting 12th March for beginners – juniors and adults. More details coming soon – keep an
eye on the website. Thanks must go to those who take on the role of planning, controlling,
organising and SI for these events and the myriad of the club members who volunteer (or are
press ganged) into offering to help, we would not be able to run these events without you so
a BIG THANK YOU.
Finally, I would like to mention the heat and final of the Compass Sport Cup for the coming
year. The heat is on 13th March near Pickering and the final on 16 October run by FVO at
Tulliallan just north of Edinburgh. We are considering ways of encouraging members to go to
the final, more details later. We came fifth last year – only 4 points off fourth place. With a
good turnout we are hoping to win.
For any new members out there. Orienteering is a very individual sport and if you are new
to it and/or the club it can be quite difficult to get to know people. We are open to
suggestions on how we may make it ‘a welcoming club’. If you have any feedback about how
we can make the club more friendly and inclusive, please do not hesitate to contact me.
(Liz’s mention of the next Compass Sport Cup Heat leads nicely in to Steve’s report on the
previous final. Ed.)

AIRE places 5th in CompassSport Cup Final – Steve Webb
Thanks to everybody who represented AIRE in the final at Tankersley, Hesley and Parkin
Woods in October. We had a really good turnout of 59 runners on the day with
representation across all the age classes from the 12s to the 80s. The team gamely tackled
courses in the wooded post-industrial landscape; some with great aplomb, some with
exasperation in places (more the latter for me!).
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In a field of 10 very competitive clubs we finished 5 th, just four points off 4th position. Full
results were:
SYO
FVO
WCOC
OD
AIRE
SLOW
DVO
LEI
BOK
ESOC

South Yorkshire
Forth Valley
West Cumberland
Octavian Droobers (Coventry)
You know who
South London
Derwent Valley
Leicester
Bristol
Edinburgh Southern

2397
2368
2245
2183
2179
2100
2049
1549
1460
825

I’ve shown the full names of our rivals as some newer members may not know from the
abbreviated club names. You can see it was a truly national event, and congratulations to
SYO on an impressive win on home ground. Their total represents just under 96 points for
each scorer: remarkable.
Our top 25 points scorers were as follows:
Brown

Blue Men

Ben Stevens 91

Al Powell 91

Andrew Stemp 90

Neil Conway 89

Tim Patterson 87

Green Women

Ian Furlong 79

Natasha Conway 86

Short Brown

Green Men

David Alcock 90

Peter Haines 100

Matthew Hall 87

Rob King 82

Adrian Hall 86

Simon Froude 80

David Bowman 81

Short Green Veterans

Blue Women

Tony Thornley 99

Alice Leake 99

Ken Patterson 84

Fay Walsh 92

Chris Burden 77

Jo Buckley 82
Anne Murgatroyd 79
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Green Junior Men

Orange Girls

Jake Powell 80

Katie Buckley 82

Short Green Junior Women

Orange Boys

Emily Gibbins 90

Henry Stitson 96

Great performance by Pete to secure maximum points and Alice and Tony only just missed
out on bagging 100 as well. Also really encouraging to see the juniors scoring good points for
us, so congratulations to Jake, Emily, Katie and Henry. I should mention that we did have
another course winner as Bethan was fastest on the string course and won the Golden String
Trophy which I was proud to collect for her on the day!
I have some maps left over from the event: Brown, Blue Women, 2 No. Blue Men, Green Men,
Vets Short Green. I you want to reclaim yours I’ll bring them to the next AIRE events or else
I’m happy to post them to you. Lindsey has the junior course maps.
Finally, many thanks to the Committee for paying the entry fees for all AIRE competitors. Next
year we aim for the podium!
(And whilst you are feeling inspired by the Club’s performance, sign up for the following
events coming up on the calendar. Ed.)

AIRE TEAM EVENTS IN 2022 – Steve Webb
As Club Captain I’m looking for people to represent AIRE in team events. For newcomers to
AIRE it’s great to run for the club against our local and national rivals and a good chance to
get to meet clubmates. I’ve summarised below the events we plan to enter so please put the
dates in your diary. When I have more entry details, I’ll put together a spreadsheet linked
from the club website where you can sign up to run and I can then put teams together.
COMPASS SPORT CUP SUNDAY 13 MARCH
CSC is the National Interclub Championship and our qualifying round match will be hosted by
HALO on EBOR terrain at Windy Pits and Duncombe Park near Helmsley. It would be great to
see a strong turnout across all the age classes and a good buzz around the club tent; we
managed it for the final last autumn where we placed 5th overall.
The draw for CSC has been made and our only competition at this round is SYO.
The event organiser has contacted me to say that HALO are short of helpers to assist on the
day at this event. So, if you are able to spare a bit of time to help them out, please let me
know: helpers will get 50% discount on their entry fee.
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BRITISH RELAY CHAMPIONSHIPS SUNDAY 27 MARCH
The British weekend is effectively the events planned originally for 2020 when the pandemic
first struck. We’ll be looking to put out some strong three person teams in the relays to be
held on brand new terrain at Iron Hill and Parkgate Rough on the Hampshire/Sussex/Surrey
border. In 2019 AIRE memorably won the Men’s Open title with Dane, Joe and Ali and was
second in the Women’s Open with Alice, Evie and Bryony so we have some work to do to try
and deliver some more medals.
As well as the M/W Open classes there are Junior classes and M/W40, 50, 60 etc classes
available.
JK RELAY MONDAY 18 APRIL
The JK is hosted by WOA this year and the relay on Easter Monday will be at Caerwent military
training base near Newport. As I recall from a previous JK relay this is a bit like a sprint area:
lots of decommissioned buildings and bunkers with bits of woodland and man made land
features like embankments. The site was originally an armaments factory and has been used
as a film location, notably for Doctor Who: perhaps they’ll have a control on the Tardis! Each
relay team needs three people: there are Open, Junior and Veteran classes but there is a bit
more flexibility than the British when it comes to putting the teams together.
BRITISH MIXED SPRINT RELAY CHAMPIONSHIPS SATURDAY 11 JUNE
No excuses for not volunteering for an AIRE
team at this event as it’s on local terrain, as it
was for the enjoyable 2019 version at Bradford
University.
Everybody who ran on that
occasion seemed to really enjoy the exciting
racing, with plenty always happening in the
changeover/spectator area. This year the
venue is the Becketts Park campus and is
teamed with the British Sprint Champs we are
hosting on the following day at Leeds
University. The format is a team of 4 (2F, 2M) for the Open relay; the junior and veteran
classes have a team of 3 (either 2F, 1M or 1F, 2M).
So, some excellent team events coming up; I really
hope to see you running in an AIRE team this
season.
(It would be great to see some AIRE Juniors
competing in the Sprints! Ed.)
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Juniaires News – Lindsey King
NEW-TEAM MANAGER
AIRE juniors are becoming so successful you need your
own manager as well as coaches- just like the premier
league!
Tom Woodham is the AIRE juniors new manager, with
help from son James. This will enable club coaches to
concentrate on providing training to all ages now that
events are running again.
Tom is being given email addresses for all parents of
AIRE’s junior members to enable him to communicate
with you about:
•
•
•

Team events
Social events
Club kit

He is setting up a Whatsapp for juniors and parents to join making it easier to share
information and know what is going on. If you wish to be added to the WhatsApp group
please contact Tom on tw@chatsworth15.co.uk
Club Kit
Currently the club is offering all Junior members of AIRE/British Orienteering a short sleeved
Club top without charge. When you grow out of it you will be asked to return it so we can
offer those in good condition to younger members. Order yours now by contacting
lindseyking49@hotmail.co.uk or saraandsteve1@btinternet.com .
See size charts at https://www.bryzosport.com/size-guide
Navigation and Racing awards
Another big benefit of being an AIRE/ British orienteering member is that you will score points
at events when you complete courses which count towards these awards
https://www.britishorienteering.org.uk/incentives
Make sure that your parent/carer has joined you as a member for 2022!
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AIRE JUNIOR COACHING
Remember to ENTER Ilkley Moor event Sun 20 February closing date Sun 13 Feb. This is a big
event for AIRE as we are also running the British night championships the night before also
on the moor. Anyone can enter these events- enter your age class rather than a colour course.
I am planning a socially distanced Junior Hub in the download/CAFÉ area with some coaching
activities to do indoors. Come and join in!
AIRE is also planning a series of Saturday events starting in March for juniors and novices and
we intend to offer some coaching at these events. Watch the AIRE website at
https://www.aire.org.uk for details.
We will prioritise more club coaching for younger juniors so that we can grow the next
generation in the club.
If you are a 12 plus at orange to light green standard, AIRE can recommend you to the
Yorkshire & Humberside Regional Junior Squad. Attending some of their training days will
help you develop skills and friendships. If you would like me to recommend you, please
contact me. lindseyking49@hotmail.co.uk
Competing in more events on different areas will also help to improve your orienteering. Here
is a link to events across the UK
https://www.britishorienteering.org.uk/index.php?page=5&pg=event
For local events including evenings, Saturdays and Sundays – informal & competitions see
AIRE https://www.aire.org.uk & CLARO http://www.claro-orienteering.org.uk
EPOC https://www.eastpennineoc.org.uk PFO https://www.pfo.org.uk
Recent results
Thornton night score - Jack and Charlotte ‘absolutely
loved’ running round the Village event with Mum and
Grandad. Jack scored 200 points and Charlotte 160.
Amazing!
Calverley Middle Distance- Light Green- Henry S. 1st,
James W. 3rd and Edwin 4th all within a few mins of each
other plus Harry W. Participating on the yellow were
Charlie A, Mia Bowen, Alfie A. and Kate P. On the white
Alistair & Elizabeth B. and Joby and Penny P-H. At the SYO
event at Blacka Moor, Katie came 1st on light green and Emily 7th on Blue with James
Woodham 42nd on his first Green course- Fantastic!
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Lastly, at Bolton Woods night score James and his Dad scored 170 and Megan and her Dad
scored 146 - both beating my score! Well done everyone!
(Juniors and Parents, please note the following important dates coming up this year! Ed.)

JuniAIREs: 2022 Events
Major Events
Compasssport

Heat - Duncombe Park, Helmsley (HALO)

Cup (Orange Standard +)

Final - Devilla & Tulliallan (FVO)

[~1.5hrs from Ilkley]
[~4hrs from Ilkley]

Yvette Baker

Heat - Buck Wood, Bradford (AIRE)

Trophy

[~45mins from Ilkley)

(Yellow, Orange, Light Green

Final - Irchester Country Park (LEI)
[~3hrs from Ilkley]

& Green Courses)

British Sprint
Championships

University of Leeds (AIRE)

Relays

Sunday 16th October
Sunday 15th May

Sunday 3rd July
Sunday 12th

[~45mins from Ilkley]

June

Birmingham (COBOC)

Sunday 11th

Urban on a University Campus

Peter Palmer

Sunday 13th March

[~2.5hrs from Ilkley]

(Mixed Age, Early Morning,
Relay - from Dark into Light)

Local Events
13/02/22 - Regional: Dob Park - Harrogate
20/02/22 - Burley & Ilkley Moors - Ilkley
06/03/22 - Regional: NYWP - Scarborough
25/09/22 - Regional: Elland Park Woods - Halifax

www.aire.org.uk/events

September

Saturday Newcomers Series
White, Yellow, Orange & Light Green Courses.
12/03/22 - Nunroyd - Guiseley
14/05/22 - Ilkley Riverside - Ilkley
18/06/22 - Northcliffe Park - Shipley
16/07/22 - Roundhay - Leeds
01/10/22 - Beckett Park - Leeds
08/10/22 - Horsforth Hall - Leeds

CLARO Junior Series
Easy introductory sessions on Saturdays.

www.claro-orienteering.org.uk/wp/claro-junior-series-2021-22
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Any questions? Contact Tom: Email tw@chatsworth15.co.uk or Text 07709 441851.

Saturday Junior Series – Tom Woodham

Airienteers run a series of Junior Orienteering Events on Saturday afternoons through the
school year. The dates for the current year can be found below, and on the Airienteers Events
page.
This series of events provides an opportunity for young people, children and novice adults to
try out orienteering in safe, easy to access locations. Coaches are on hand to help you get
started and improve your skills.
12 March

Nunroyd Park, Guiseley, LS19 7HR

14 May

Riverside Gardens, Ilkley, LS29 9ES

18 June

Northcliffe, Shipley, BD18 3DD

16 July

Roundhay Park, Leeds, tba

1 October

Beckett Park, Leeds, LS6 3QB

16 October

Hall Park, Horsforth, LS18 5JY

Getting Started
You can register from 1.15 pm. When you arrive you will receive a “Dibber”, an electronic
timing chip, and, if you are new to orienteering, the opportunity to look at the map before
you start. An AIRE coach will be on hand to assist you at the start.
The Start will be nearby. There you receive the map for your course, and you can start at
intervals in your own time. You can start at any time between 1.30-2.30 pm. Courses will close
at 3.30 pm.
Costs
Children £2. Adults £4. Juniors on White and Yellow courses can run for free.
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Courses
Orienteering courses are graded by colour. Below are the age appropriate courses that we
recommend you should enter. However, if you are new to orienteering we recommend you
start with the easiest course until you are familiar with using the map and dibber. After you
have run your course, you can if you wish run a second course for fun and to build your skills
(but this will not be counted as competitive).
White
Yellow
Orange
Light Green

M/W9 and under
M/W10 (10 and 11)
M/W12 (12 and 13)
Anyone older

(M=Men W=Women)

All children and young people can take part in the events; we also welcome parents and adults
who would like to try out the sport.
Further details can be found on the Events Page at aire.org.uk
(Plenty for our AIRE Juniors to look forward to this year, and don’t forget your achievements
in orienteering count towards the Incentive Awards: Ed.)

British Orienteering Incentive Scheme Awards
Here's a round-up of British Orienteering Incentive Scheme Awards
made since September 2021. Well done to all:
Tom Threlfall - Racing Challenge Bronze and Silver Awards - 5 stars;
Navigation Challenge - 5 stars
Megan Robinson - Racing Challenge Bronze Award - 4 stars;
Navigation Challenge - 4 stars
Charlotte Willis - Navigation Challenge - 4 stars
Henry Stitson - Racing Challenge Bronze Award - 4 stars; Navigation
Challenge - 4 stars
Harry Warman - Navigation Challenge - 3 stars
Jack Villiers - Racing Challenge Bronze and Silver Awards - 5 stars
Kate Parkinson - Navigation Challenge - 2 stars
Robert Calver - Racing Challenge Bronze Award - 5 stars; Navigation Challenge - 5 stars.
Looking forward to seeing more awards as you progress in the sport.
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(To round off the great Junior news, here is a report from David on the success of the Bradford
Grammar School Squad at the British Schools Championships. Ed.)

Great success for AIRE at British Schools Champs! – David Alcock
Airienteers had four podium finishers, including two winners, at the recent 2021 British
Schools Orienteering Championships. Bradford Grammar School was also equal second
large secondary team, and achieved one year group gold and one bronze.
There were several successes for Airienteer juniors in the recent British Schools
Championships, including some breakthrough runs.
We had four podium finishers in the flagship event, which
was
held
at
Stowe,
Buckinghamshire,
on
21st November. Henry was third in the Year 9 Boys
category, Joseph was second in Year 8 Boys, and Tom and
Emily both pulled out all of the stops to secure wins in the
Year 11 Boys and Year 12 Girls categories respectively.

These individual successes contributed towards
Bradford Grammar School coming equal second
in the large secondary school category – a leap
up from their previous best position of
eighth! BGS also had two team successes: the Year 9
Boys (Henry, Daniel and Ben) were first, and the Year 10
Boys (Ed, James and Mustafa) were third – and only one
point shy of second place! Counters for the whole
school category were Emily, Tom, Joseph, Henry, Daniel,
Ed, Maya, Ben and James.
The school took twenty pupils, and all contributed in
some way to the team’s success, whether it was by
pushing other schools’ counters down the rankings, or
by creating a great esprit de corps. Great strides were
made by all, and lessons were learned by those who
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made mistakes on their courses
(we’ve all been there!). The team
also enjoyed a training event in
Campbell Park, Milton Keynes, and a
night score event in the grounds of
the Caldecotte Xperience in Milton
Keynes, where they also stayed.
The BGS coach, David Alcock, would
like to thank members of Airienteers
who have contributed in one way or
another to the team’s success –
whether it is by putting events on, mapping, or doing behind-the-scenes work. He would like
to thank three members in particular: Lindsey King, for playing such a pivotal role in coaching
and in rousing the troops for junior club competitions; Tony Carlyle, for helping at the last
three BGS World Orienteering Day events and by putting on three pre-BSOC lunchtime and
weekend sessions for the team; and Chris Burden for mapping and re-mapping the school site
and most of the areas we use in our training sessions.
Two other Airienteers also competed at BSOC: Jack Beavers, representing Beckfoot Thornton,
who was 28th in the highly competitive Year 9 boys category, and his sister, Thornton Primary
School’s Charlotte Beavers, who was a fantastic fifth in the Year 8 girls race – well done to
both of them!
Links to results and photos are found here: http://www.bsoa.org/home/raw?htm=BSOC21
(For those Juniors who progress on to tours and selection, read on to find out how the Jack
Bloor Fund has helped one of our most successful Aire members in his orienteering. Ed.)

Euromeeting Switzerland 2021 – Joe Woodley
11 years of Jack Bloor Support
After a mixed bag of results in 2021 I was pleased to be selected for Euromeeting. I think the
lack of quality competition throughout 2020 and early 2021 affected everyone differently but
I certainly lost some consistency in my performances. Euromeeting is a competition that is
typically held two years before the World Championships in the host country. It provides an
opportunity to race in relevant terrain and to experience some high-quality international
competition. Great Britain took a large team consisting of some experienced seniors and some
older juniors who had been unable to race at the Junior World Champs in red-listed Turkey.
Despite some apprehension my flight departed without a hiccup. Upon arrival I fumbled with
entry forms and proof of vaccination but to my relief I was briskly ushered through security
and into Switzerland. The train journey from Geneva airport to Brig is beautiful. Starved of
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international travel, I made my way to the top tier of the train and found a large window from
which to admire views across Lake Geneva and toward snowcapped alpine peaks. I also
marvelled at the locals who seamlessly transitioned from speaking French to Swiss German
at some undefined point along the journey. When I reached the small valley-bottom town of
Mörel I boarded a gondola which took me up the mountain slopes to the picturesque ski
village of Riederalp. After finding our chalet accommodation, I went for a jog to stretch my
legs and to check out the model map. After navigating to a few controls, I headed up to the
closest peak the Riederhorn. I caught
my breath in the still mountain air and
watched as the sunset bathed the
surrounding peaks in a pink glow. With
only a solitary pair of Chamois for
company I looked across to the
Matterhorn in one direction and the
Aletsch glacier in the other. Only the
gathering darkness forced me back to
our accommodation where I prepared
my kit for Saturdays middle distance
race.
After a 4km jog to the event centre in Bettmeralp, I enjoyed the unique chair-lift approach to
the starting area. On the ride up the hill we were able to look down on competitors zig zagging
across the open ski-slopes and diving into pockets of dense woodland. Despite the high
starting point our course still had over 300 meters climb in 5km. At over 2000m altitude I
knew this would be a physically demanding course. I began cautiously and took my time to
identify the obvious features and take the safest route choices. With this careful approach I
managed to stay mistake free until I got caught on the wrong side of a large crag in the steep
forest loop, I realized what had happened quickly and didn’t lose too much time here. The
final few controls took us out of the forest and across the hillside to the finish. It was the most
physically demanding section of the course and in my haste to avoid any extra meters of climb
I contoured a little too much and had to fight through some thick dark green vegetation
costing me another few seconds. Despite the two small lapses in concentration, I was pleased
with my performance on a new and challenging terrain. The results list was tightly packed in
the men’s race with only six minutes separating the top sixty runners. Most of the British
runners packed tightly with seven runners in a two-minute window from Pete Molloy in 61st
place down to me in 77th. Hector Haines was the best male performer of the day in 25th and
Grace Molloy the top female in 20th for Great Britain.
Sunday’s long-distance race was held high above the village of Bettmeralp with most of the
race taking place on a complex rocky ridge over-looking the Aletsch Glacier. With rain forecast
we had discussed the possibility of cloud making navigation tricky. The day started bright but
as I waited to race, cloud descended and soon visibility was reduced to just a few meters. The
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cloud failed to lift for the duration of my race, but I loved every minute. The grassy alpine
meadows between the rock and contour formations typically make for rapid running.
However, with reduced visibility I had to maintain contact with the map at all times, moving
from feature to feature. No sooner had I crossed the finished line, than the cloud began to
clear and before long the entire area was cloud free. I knew this would spoil any chance of a
top result but despite that I had loved my run and was pleased to make the top 50, finishing
in 49th place. I’d like to think I ran one of the fastest times amongst the athletes who ran
during the total cloud cover! I then headed back to our accommodation where I ate and
packed up before heading to the Gondola and beginning my long journey home.
I had such a wonderful weekend and have rekindled the fire and desire to compete on the
international stage. I was pleased with two stable performances and solid results in a stacked
field. I will now look ahead to my next goal; the European Champs being held in Estonia in
2022. I would like to thank the Jack Bloor fund for providing financial support which made this
trip possible.

Finally, I would like to acknowledge everything the Jack Bloor
Fund has done for me since 2010. As I reach the end of 25 years
of Jack Bloor Fund eligibility, I have taken some time to reflect
(and dive into the fund archive) on all the wonderful trips that
have defined my youth. Beginning with the Lagganlia training
camp in 2010, aged 14, and ending in 2021 with Euromeeting,
the Jack Bloor Fund has supported me for 11 years with a total
of 8 grants for 7 international races and 1 training camp. The
competitions included World Schools, European Youths, Junior
European Cups, Junior Worlds, the World University
Championships and Euromeeting. I have travelled to Italy,
France, Portugal, Germany, Switzerland and Finland. The friends I have made are still my best
mates at home and abroad and the memories are some of my fondest. It has not always been
a smooth ride with several post-race reports detailing navigational errors and disappointing
performances, however Jack Bloor's support has been constant. These competitions have
taught me resilience and instilled in me a desire to try hard in all aspects of my life. I cannot
16

begin to express my gratitude to the trustees and to Jack himself. I will always endeavour to
make it back home for the annual race (and to one day win it!) and hope to support the fund
and Yorkshire's next generation of outdoor enthusiasts when I finally finish studying and get
a job! It has been such a privilege. Thank you.
Lagganlia 2010, World Schools 2011, EYOC 2012, World Schools 2013, JEC 2016, JWOC 2016,
WUOC 2018, Euromeeting 2021. Top performances: 2 x 4th Place at the World Schools
champs. 16th Long Distance, 21st Sprint at the European Youth Champs, 7th in the Relay at the
World University Champs.

(Look closely and
you’ll find a young
Joe at Lagganlia in
2010. The eagle
eyed amongst you
will spot Chloe and
Hector
Haines,
Coaches on the
Tour.
Read on for a Dad’s
view. Ed.)
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Dad and Lad, A Plumpton Trilogy – Bruce Woodley
October 2021
Well, ‘Gypsy King’ Tyson beat Deontay Wilder so my lad was
‘buzzing,’ though that could also be because he was starting
a cold and feeling rough. My rational brain tells me that we
ought to have moved beyond the spectacle of two big blokes
pummelling each other, but my Joe was ‘well up for it,’ having
once got suited and booted for a SHUOC trip to watch the
varsity boxing match- Hallam verses Sheffield. Perhaps I was
to blame, as when I wrestled with the growing cub, I always
quoted Western writers like Ken Kesey and Sam Shepard, who
reckoned that a boy only really became a man when he could
beat his father in a fight. Ok so Wessex wasn’t the Wild West
but I can remember struggling uphill behind my own father
and as for West Yorkshire well… Healthy Competition is fine,
though to be honest we’re cyclists, climbers and runners, far
more likely to take flight than fight.
Joe needed four Weetabix, a brew and the promise of a
crystal blue morning before he finally decided he could make it to the Yorkshire Middle
Distance Champs-but only if I drove. For a Leeds lad I was surprised that the fact that he’d
paid for both our entries didn’t seem to figure in his calculations.
The linear parking at Plumpton was great: shooting the breeze with the Kellys; Lindsey King
in conversation with Fiona Bunn, Alice Leake, Megan Carter-Davies (SBOC,) a real array of
talent hotfoot from their Saturday Elite Sprint event. Nod up to Nev and Barry (EBOR lads.)
Wish me laddo well on his early start. Sat in the car musing on those pre-run rituals my
thoughts scroll back to our first bout at Plumpton.
Lad Won: AIRE Summer Evening Informal: June 2007
A fine early summer evening. Joe off first, I’m a bit slower, but suddenly see him emerging
from Rhodedendrons, the game’s afoot. But brain fade at the end and he’s cruising past me
with a wayz to go.
Later in the car there’s a slight awkwardness, he’s beaten his dad for the first time…“I hope
you don’t mind,” he says. “No, I’m really proud of you…but don’t think we’re going to feed
you for the rest of the week!” I reply. And bless Frank Kew’s comment: “That’s embarrassing.
I’d have understood if he was 18 but not 11.”
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Results: 3.5 km
1st Hector Haines (M18) 23:09

40 Helen W. (W40) 71.57

21 Joe Woodley (M10) 41:58

41 Beth W. (W14) 72.06

24 Bruce W.

(M40) 44:28

Dad Last: CLARO Middle Distance: November 2018
A wet, wet Sunday. Joe O-coaching in Victoria, Australia. Perhaps I can redeem myself and
have some worthy news of my big O-comeback. Great caper but very glad to find the Finish
and Andy Kelly holding forth about Avian Flight Patterns. As a late starter, I had to chuckle at
download - I seemed to be Last on Blue course. Frank Kew was unavailable for comment but
I’d tell him I was 3rd M50 this time (he didn’t need to know about the M/W55-70’s ahead of
me.) I texted Joe that evening and suggested I might take a while but had a hankering to
migrate and join him in Melbourne.
Results: 3.8 km
1st Oli Johnson SYO (M40) 32:09
38th Bruce Woodley(M50) 76:15
Last, but not retired or mispunched.
Bout Three: CLARO/Yorkshire Middle Distance Champs: October 2021
My start block and I amble across admiring
the ploughed field. Meet Dave Murgatroyd
with one of AIRE’s newest members in his
buggy waiting for mum at the finish, we’re
interrupted by Joe cruising in. All signs of his
man flu driven out and happy to give the
advice that I should check my descriptions for
top or bottom of crags. A litany of lost
minutes ensued: misread a code digit 6 as 9
and blathered on…and then back; Dithered
over the dam(n) wall, climbed down and then
back up; similarly for the cave left exit; drift
due to failing to check compass plus two total overshoots and backtracks, the latter of which
got me a 4th fastest split; as Tony Carlyle would say; ‘Time spent in reconnaissance is never
wasted,’ (or should that be ‘is always wasted!’)
Back at download and find Joe miffed at mispunching: muttering, ‘Think I’d have won by about
two minutes but…tricksy planning…15 second rule…another elite making the same error…’
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Playing the candidly naughty dad card I can’t help but quote another Tony Carlyle mantra:
‘The Yorkshire Squad never mispunch.’ Thankfully a potentially ugly lad vs dad scrap is averted
by wise words from his EBOR coach: ‘You’ve just got to put it behind you,’ counselled Barry
Speake.
Results
Brown 3.6 km
1st Paul Pruzina LUUOC M21 Elite 33:59
Joe Woodley AIRE

Chris Smithard M21 Elite W4

M21 Elite W4

Blue 3.4 km
1st Simon Martland EPOC M55 40:51
2

Charlie Adams SYO M55 42:32

36 Bruce Woodley AIRE M55 77:55
As a mere mid-80’s ‘Poly Wally’, I used to flounder in the fartlek wake of ‘Uni Boys’ Simon and
Charlie in Sheffield’s Endcliffe Park, under the tutelage of Rob Pearson (GB O-Squad) and
Malcolm Patterson (Mr. Scottish Hill Running.) Funny how our Joe can still put down his ageing
parents with the low punch: ‘But you and mum only went to the Poly…’
By way of a warm down we wandered over to the Spofforth boulders and clambered up on
top of Cuckoo Rock to bask in Yorkshire’s Autumnal Glory.
An early night was in order and, as the lad started up ‘Timber Hill’ to his bed, he glanced back
and said: ‘I guess we’re even now.’
Thanks: To AIRE and CLARO for making it all possible.
To Neville Myers and Tony Carlyle for running The Yorkshire Junior Squad ‘back in the day.’
To Barry Speake for coaching ‘our Joe.’
To Wendy Carlyle for recording it all for posterity.
PS. A Mrs. and Ms. Update
Separated by only 9 seconds in 2007, whilst the boys were slogging out Bout three, Helen was
navigating Bleaklow with The Bradford CHA Walking Group and Beth was redressing a
Braunton Burrows beasting with a fine top 10 placing in a Quantock O- event at Blackborough;
having with Ky recently promoted and organised their first match for DEVON OC. As she put
it in her text: ‘We did marginally better today than last weekend! Great sport, Orienteering.’
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NEW YEAR: TIME YOU GOT SOME NEW KIT? – Steve Webb
I’ve recently taken over responsibility for club kit from Jack Cooper and am planning to place
an order with Bryzos for what they call “race shirts” (O-tops) and “representative jackets”.
You’ll have seen clubmates proudly sporting these stylish garments at events, but for the
avoidance of doubt this is what they look like.

O-top

Jacket

Old style Silva top

The cost of the O top is €26.00 for standard sizes €20.80 for Kids’ sizes. The jacket is €40.00
for standard sizes, €32.00 for Kids’ sizes. Final price to you will depend on exchange rate and
delivery charges and VAT.
If you would like to place an order please email me at saraandsteve1@btinternet.com with
“AIRE Club Kit” as the title. You’ll need to let me know the garment type and style (Otop/Jacket, Men/Women/Kids) and the size you want in accordance with these sizing guides:
https://www.bryzosport.com/size-guide
Please let me know your orders by 13 February so we can get our order in; we will collect your
payments on delivery. Lindsey has already been collecting orders from the juniors as the club
has resolved to purchase some tops that can be loaned out to juniors. Please contact Lindsey
direct if you would like to participate in that scheme so she can co-ordinate numbers.
Finally, for those of you who prefer a more retro style of O-top Jack passed on to me a box
with several of the Silva design O tops (as also shown above, thanks Ian) in various sizes. If
you’d like to have one of these for training or second-best then let me know and I’m sure we
can agree a bargain price.
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Inter-Railing Veteran Style – Lindsey King
Remembering the rosy glow at 18 years old
of setting-off by train and ferry to cross the
Channel and explore Europe, we again
departed home with backpacks some
decades later, clutching e-tickets to
Switzerland.
Our daughter Laura is spending the final
year of her Chemistry Masters degree
doing research on Lithium ion battery
technology at the Paul Scherrer Institute,
attached to the federal university, ETH
Zurich. We wanted to check she had settled in and take her another box of Yorkshire teabags!
The journey by train was more expensive than flying (don’t get me going on that one - how
can a £20 international air fare be commercially justified, never mind the pollution it
causes?!). I needed to put my money where my conscience lay. It was also a great journey
with time to read and just watch the world. Despite a two-hour delay leaving Paris we still
arrived within 24 hours of leaving home, including the night in London. The only complication
was working out the ever-changing COVID rules for each country.
By chance there was a Swiss National orienteering event combined with EuroMeeting 2021
whilst we were there. Laura had been selected to run in the GB team which also included Joe
Woodley of AIRE and Hector Haines, formerly of AIRE.
We took our tent and stove to keep costs down a bit and based ourselves at a friendly site on
the edge of Lake Zurich from where to explore the city and see Laura. Highlights included
sampling the international street foods, conditori and the world’s oldest vegetarian
restaurant, Hiltl. Then we set off by train for a couple of days walking in the pre-Alps near
Schwyz where the Victorinox penknives are
made. Swiss public transport is utterly
amazing. From their slick apps you can easily
buy tickets which include lake cruises, cable
cars, funiculars, trains, buses and trams.
COVID-wise, the Swiss were very strict about
wearing face coverings on public transport and
showing vaccination passports inside venues.
(I once had to contact Swiss Rail with a worry
about making a tight connection. I was told in
no uncertain terms, ‘Swiss trains are never
late!’ Ed.)
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Robert Stephenson introduced railways to Switzerland but the Swiss soon excelled in
developing a network all over their tiny mountainous country. In the words of the ‘Bear Hunt’,
if you can’t go over it, up it or round it… then go through it, Journeys are quite spectacular
and the route from Brunnen by boat, train and cable car to Bettmeralp via Andermatt and
under the Furka Pass is an amazing feat of engineering.
Despite climbing several Munros in Scotland whilst also competing in the Scottish 6 Days and
Coast and Islands event during August, we were not prepared for a Swiss National event. We
were staying in a ski area known as the Aletsch arena at 1900m (6230 ft) altitude. Soon after
arriving, our first race was a night event on an open alpine meadow hillside, 40 mins walk
from our accommodation. To ensure darkness in September, the starts were from 9pm. I
began to wonder what on earth I had let myself in for when waiting on the start line, in pitch
black, at bedtime, on a steep Swiss mountainside and with absolutely no idea what the terrain
was like. I was so unnerved I even forgot to clear my dibber and needed rescuing by the helper
team who didn’t seem to be expecting a competitor who didn’t understand Swiss-German!
However, both Rob and I successfully completed our courses. As Hector said the following
day, the area was a cross between Ilkley Moor and Kilnsey and we felt quite at home if you
ignored the snow-capped peaks around and Europe’s longest glacier just over the ridge!
We caught a chair-lift to the start of the middle distance event the next day. The starts were
vertically up a steep slope into some intricate semi-open before crossing open meadows and
into the area from the night before. I stupidly missed out control 10 but didn’t realise until I
downloaded - I seem to make that mistake too often in middle races (Calverley being another
example!). Rob had a smooth run. We then watched competitors finishing the EuroMeeting
races and caught up with Laura. She had a good run coming 24 out of 63, 2 nd Brit and only 18
secs behind GB rival, Grace Malloy. Hector Haines came 25th and Jo Woodley 77th out of 93
finishers. Some of the top Swiss competitors were running their national event and we
understand Scandinavian countries often send younger less-experienced teams to
EuroMeetings, so the competition is not as strong as World Cup races but still good
experience for our GB team.
The long distance race on the Sunday started high-up in dense mist and rain which lifted as
the morning went on. This prejudiced the
early runners as conditions were much
easier for later starters. I was lucky to have
a late start and had a good race with fairly
clean navigation in the open terrain. Laura
again came 2nd Brit but 29th and 13 mins
down on the leader compared to Grace at
16th and 7 mins down. Hector was 1st Brit
again in 30th place, 6 mins down on the
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leader. Joe Woodley was 4th Brit in 49th place and only 12 mins down which was a great race
given he ran early and mostly in the mist.
We said goodbye to Laura that evening by making
fondue for her… how cheesy can you get when in
Switzerland! Next day we set off on a two day walk
over the ridge and beside the Aletsch Glacier with a
great night in a lonely Swiss mountain hut. Glimpses of
the Jungfraü, Mönch and Eiger completed the
panorama.
After that we headed back to Andermatt for another
three days of walking, including the first snowfall of the
season. In the local folk museum we discovered that
‘Goldfinger’ had been filmed nearby and we were
staying on the campsite that can be seen in the film
behind James Bond as he drives into the town. The
train trip back home from Zurich was not as speedy as a Bond car chase but we were door to
door in 17 hours with a 2 hour, 3 course lunch in Paris en route! A perfect end to a great trip.
(Another Airienteer who has taken advantage of the easing restrictions to enjoy orienteering
in Europe in Andrew Stemp, read on. Ed.)

French Night and sprint championships - October 2021 - Andrew Stemp
Deciding that I would rather like to go abroad this year to do some orienteering, I had a look
at the World of O calendar and identified the French Night and Sprint Championships at the
end of October as a pretty exciting week, comprising of a middle distance day race, long night
race, forest sprint and two (if you qualify) sprint races, along with five different training maps.
The areas themselves were pretty unique, most near Le Caylar in the south of France (30 km
south of Millau and their
most famous bridge) on an
upland plateau dominated
by massive rock structures,
as tall as 30m, similar to
Brimham rocks on steroids.
The rocks are made of
Dolomitic limestone, much
harder and more resistant to
erosion compared to the
other rock which would have
once existed here, over time
leaving tall pillars. A contrast
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to the most impressive limestone features in the Dales - the holes which have been formed,
instead of pillars which have been left.
I managed to convince (this wasn’t too difficult) my orienteering housemates Fay (Aire), Paul
(Drongo) and his girlfriend Helen (Drongo) to come with me on the long drive south, with the
promise of lots of cheese and nice bread to eat, and plenty of orienteering!
French night Championships:
Having trained the previous two nights to varying and limited success around the massive
rock pillars, and through French vegetation (which was very different to UK vegetation in what
it looks like and how it is mapped), I was slightly apprehensive to set out on a 10km long
course, having spent an hour to complete 5km in the trainings. Whilst getting ready in our
house a little before needing to get going, the amount of exercise over the past few days and
possibly too much orienteering - six trainings completed and one race in four days, including
earlier that morning - all this was catching up with me. I ate dinner and still felt pretty tired,
so then an hour before my start I had a few caffeine tablets. We were off at 8pm, before the
French runners started, with some of the top seeded runners starting as late as 11pm, quite
an odd thing to be doing on a random Thursday night! Despite the scheduling, the elite
courses which we were all competing in were stacked, 89 on M21E and 43 on W21E, with
almost all the top international French runners taking part.

Another view of one of the model maps from the top of the biggest hill.
Having been proactive in my analysis of the trainings we had done throughout the week, I had
a few points of pre race advice for myself:
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1) Remember to take bearings! - follow bearing correctly and diligently, always take bearing
out of a control.
2) Don't go into dark green when not expecting to go into dark green, always quicker to get
yourself back out and go around correctly.
3) Don't get too excited by the terrain, be really boring, take safe routes to ensure you know
where you are nearly at all times, and make sure you know where you enter hard terrain.
4) Enjoy the flow and don't push it - not something I was expecting to feel but I did for decent
chunks, these bits were very nice.
Once starting my course, I set out slowly and made my way through the first few controls
cleanly. This was actually easier than the training courses we had done, the area was more
open and not dominated quite as much by the rock pillars as I had expected. After doing well
on a long leg taking us into and across the first of the tricky areas 5-6, I faltered a little with
minute losses on 7, 8 and 9. From here I found a bit of orienteering flow and it was fantastic,
I felt like I could push the pace a bit and I knew exactly where each control would appear
(other than 13).

Leg 5-6, first tricky leg with my route (which I was pleased with, beating 5 time WOC medallist
Lucas Basset who possibly didn’t take my pre-race point 3 into consideration)
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I remember at one point seeing maybe fifty headlights heading down the side of a small hill
which was quite a sight, and something we can look forward to on Ilkley moor next month,
but not one I could enjoy for more than a few seconds if I wanted to know where I was.
After 40 minutes and 6km of the now more familiar terrain of rock pillars and boulders, I was
thrusted onto the first of two long legs (17-18 below) taking me to a much less rocky area
where vegetation interpretation was key, something I find difficult enough in daylight. I
decided to take this leg super safe and focus on the running, not the best decision in hindsight
given I was off on the execution at the end of the leg anyway and, running straight and picking
the paths was technically fairly easy. I started to struggle on the next group of controls, not
expecting to be thrusted into this kind of terrain, I didn’t have the right mindset to deal with
it. Very soon on my way to 19 I lost track of where I was, just hoping my bearing would take
me through 22 on route (which didn’t happen), thankfully I had a field to relocate off and I
saved myself from major time losses here. Two short legs were then fine, but 22 was a
shocker. I just missed the control on my first approach, and then dived into some of the dark
green vegetation beyond in search of it - breaking my second rule! I got stuck and very
disorientated, eventually I remembered that using my compass would help me out, but this
time it didn’t - it just seemed to get me further in the green. I had not realised quite how far
I had gone! Eventually I popped out and found the field to the north of the control, and very
slowly, making sure not to get sucked into any more dark green, I punched and was on my
way on the second long leg 22-23.

I had planned my route on the
first long leg, it was quite
straightforward and I executed
it well. The key part was making
sure I hit my attack point
exactly before diving into the
rocky terrain, something I did
perfectly here. Being so close to
the end of the course all I was
thinking was to keep this super
safe, go slow and finish off what
would be a really good race.
Unfortunately I then lost 7
minutes on 24-25 - even whilst
trying to be slow and safe,
struggling in the low visibility
forest and failing on many
occasions to relocate until I
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found my control 23 again. A frustrating end but really pleased with my performance, much
better than I had expected.
The winner finished in a ridiculously fast 51:46 for the 10.1km straight line course, Paul was
28th 22 minutes down, and I finished 40th in 1:27:09, 35 minutes down. Helen managed an
incredible 4th on her 6.3km course, 14:39 down on the winner - Czech international Tereza
Janosikova - who won by over 10 minutes. Fay was not too far behind in 9th in 1:01:20, 21:02
down. All in all a very fun race and evening, even if the caffeine tablets I took kept me up until
3am despite being shattered.
French Sprint Championships - Beziers
Saturday morning, a day and a half after the Night Champs, saw us packing up from our house,
driving an hour and then walking 20 minutes along empty streets to a school playground, our
quarantine location, all before sunrise. In these pandemic times it's quite refreshing for
quarantine not to be covid related, but annoying all the same to need to arrive two hours
before the start of a 15 minute race. The French Sprint Champs were a bigger affair than the
British, 4 heats across men and women elite classes with 10 French qualifiers from each heat
(and as many foreigners who finish in the top 10). This meant that I knew I would have to run
flat out or run the risk of not qualifying, and even that wouldn't be a guarantee. The start was
on the edge of a small park, unexpected after thinking we would be in small and irregular
streets that make up most of the old town. 15 seconds into my course I slipped down a grassy
slope. I was trying to turn on a sixpence after realising I had overshot the tree which my first
control was on. A little muddy I then got straight into a sprint mindset and was in control.
I opted for the less popular route (red A below) for the first route choice leg and avoided the
ramps on the straight line, taking the easier outer road, allowing time to plan ahead. Despite
the added distance, I didn’t lose any time so I think my route was at least as fast. Other than
nearly mispunching
twice
due
to
punching a control
too early along the
street I needed - but
not
mispunching
because I've learnt
the hard way to
check
control
numbers on sprints
- I finished well and
qualified
fairly
comfortably in 7th
+1:16 down. Fay
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and Helen also qualified in 10th and 5th respectively, unfortunately Paul just missed out in
11th in his heat.
Two hours later and three of us were back in quarantine again whilst Paul was off eating ice
cream, climbing a church tower and buying olives from a market. This time though we weren’t
to find out our start times for half an hour, and then I discovered I wasn't starting for a further
two. All this time and its possible potential did make me think about what is acceptable to do
in quarantine, this being my first experience of it. Fay, Helen and I spent a little time playing
cards, and then putting French plaits in my hair before they started joining the circus of
runners looping around completing the same 50m laps of the playground over and over whilst
I read some top notch Wordsworth and wondered if any of the French people around were
aware of his genius. This was very conservative and I think we could have pushed the
boundaries a little, and in doing so psyching others out and winning the race before it had
even begun. Eating a whole fish (bones and all) and offering it around, bringing in a double
bass and playing it or butchering classic French songs on my harmonica which I can't play
properly were all suggestions we (by that I mean I) had.
The final had the additional fun of being broadcast live on TV8 Mont Blanc, and live on the
internet. My dad, who'd just completed the Cambridge City Race, made sure not to make any
mistakes on his course so he could rush back and not miss any of the action. I headed to the
start completing my 650m warm up, 7.5km less than the runner starting 1 minute behind me
(who did 43 laps of the school playground, to my 0 as I refused out of principle.) To get to the
start we headed north, confirming my suspicion that we'd be heading to a new more intense
part of the city than the qualifier. Another difference to the morning heat was that the town
had woken up, it was bustling. I ended up running through photos for a Turkish wedding twice,
attempting to negotiate curious members of the public who were trying to work out what an
orange and white flag hanging from a trellis was doing on a
street corner, but also the cheers from French orienteers out
on the course spectating.
Fay in the -1 box waiting to start, and me mid-mistake on my
way to the penultimate control.
The first part of the
course took us on
some of the same
streets as in the
qualifier, lots of far
left, far right or
wiggling through
the middle route choices. After a few minutes I
caught sight of the guy starting one minute behind
me as I ran down a street out of a control which he
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was heading into. I knew the catch would be inevitable given how strong an orienteer he is,
displayed by his 2nd place at the Night Champs two days before. It did take a further few
minutes though, on a couple of slightly longer legs to get to a new part of the town providing
the most intense section of the course, for him to catch me, which coincided with me catching
my minute man. The next few controls I was getting slowly dropped, but I still benefited from
following the direction, although I would normally pick my own route. Annoyingly I didn't on
one of the legs and followed him, when my instinctive route choice was better.

Map of the M21E final
Now well and truly spent, I realised that there were only three or four controls left, but I was
at the opposite side of the map to the finish. This was when it dawned on me that the long
leg I had only half registered was imminent, and I had not planned my route at all due to the
intensity of the course up to this point. The shapes and orientation of the streets were all
irregular, so no obvious route stuck out. I set out on the first good way I saw and worked it
out as I went. Three quarters of the leg was fine, although I was really flagging and my speed
was showing that. But with my head too far in the red, I forgot which road I was on and missed
the turning I needed as I was counting for the second junction (784m red route was mine).
Annoyingly I had to run an extra 100m on this leg than if it were clean, the only major mistake
over the course. As it turned out, the four best routes for this leg were all within 10m of each
other, as long as you executed one of them well you would have only lost two seconds
maximum.
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Long leg, my route was the southern
one in red.
I hammered down the final straight
onto the boulevard, having to take
evasive action to avoid clattering into
a bollard, and took in the applause
from the French crowds. I ended up
finishing 35/48 in the final (35/154
total) in 15:59, 2:48 down on the
winner Riccardo Scalet, who had just
finished 3rd in the Italian World Cup
middle distance earlier in the month.
Helen finished 17th in her final, 2:51
down on the winner, and Fay was
24th, 3:33 down. It was such a good
atmosphere, really buzzing right at
the centre of the town, I would love
to see more British sprint
championships using such prominent
locations in future - hopefully WOC
2024 in Edinburgh will deliver this in
bucket loads!
We then all got some ice cream,
drove the final 30 minutes south to
the Mediterranean to have a swim
before spending a couple of days
driving home.

The links below are route analyses of the sprint races for interest, the route marked A is the
one I took for each.
Heat:http://3drerun.worldofo.com/2d/courseplanning.php?coursewithmap=cee854f28e88
2d6a8096e79dc2772c94
http://3drerun.worldofo.com/2d/courseplanning.php?coursewithmap=5fbe9e0f3032cb126
5023e56639ad205
Final:http://3drerun.worldofo.com/2d/courseplanning.php?coursewithmap=018d83c5352f
32c1481f1026ebe6efec
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amongst the
Rocks
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